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Abstract  

Cerebral palsy is one of the most common congenital disorders of childhood. That affects 

muscle tone, movement, and motor skills. And that’s why they are dependent on their 

family, and the family especially the mother take the responsibilities to take care of the 

children with lot of stresses. And this condition decreases the quality of life of mother. 

Purpose: Identify the quality of life among mothers of school going children with 

cerebral palsy. Objectives: To identify the lifestyle of mothers of children with cerebral 

palsy. Methodology: Here use the cross sectional study method with 65 participants of 

mothers with their CP children. In additionally identify the quality of life among mothers 

of school going children with cerebral palsy.Results: Data was analyzed by using SPSS 

version 20. Microsoft Excel Work 2013. In this study total 65 participants of mothers 

with cerebral palsy children. Here minimum age of the mothers was 20 years and 

maximum age was 42 years. Among that the mean age of the mothers was 32.92 years 

and SD was 4.715. Among 65 participant mothers, most of them (50.8%) was completed 

secondary education level. All the 65 participants, 21.5% (n=14) got marriage with their 

cousin and 78.5% (n=51) was not.  Quality of life of mothers was detected by a 

questionnaire WHOQOL-BREF and there was 4 domains, from these domains the 

mothers physical health was 53.8%(n=35) low quality of life and psychological health 

was 46.2%(n=30) low quality of life and social relationship was 53.8%( n=35) low 

quality of life and environmental health 40%(n=26) high quality of life. Conclusion: It 

was true that QoL of mothers was not very good with CP children, therefore, to increase 

QoL of mothers should be motivated them to join social activities related to their 

interests, and also care their own health. Mothers with depressive symptoms should be 

psychologically supported. 

 Keywords: Cerebral Palsy, Quality of life of mother, WHOQOL-BREF. 
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CHAPTER –I                        INTRODUCTION  

Background: 

 Cerebral palsy (cp)is a dynamic disorder of posture & movement due to non-progressive 

brain damage resulting from defect or lesion of developing brain and it is a disease of 

central nervous system and children with cp have many problem such as epilepsy, deficits 

in speech , hearing, vision, & intellectual disability(Okurowska-Zawada et al., 

2011).Cerebral palsy results from brain injury when a baby’s development in the womb 

and this is call congenital cerebral palsy and 70% of children of cerebral palsy is 

responsible for about this birth defectand it is present from birth it may not be detected 

for months  (Dehghan et al.,2016). 

In developed countries, International assessments show  that CP affects between 1.2 and 

3.0 per 1000 children (Hustad et al., 2010). The incidence of CP is considered to be 2 to 

2.5 per 1000 live births and in the developing countries the prevalence of CP tends to be 

in a similar range (Bialik et al., 2009).CP occurring in approximately 2 to 2.5 per 1000 

live births and the main problem of CP is physical disability .There has been growing 

interest in the quality of life of children with CP in recent years (Davis et al., 2010). 

Another study showed that the prevalence of cerebral palsy is 1.2 - 2.5 per 1000 live 

births although, the rates vary from country to country and also within the countries 

(Wolraich et al., 2008). Theprevalence of cerebral palsy in Bangladesh is 3.7/1000 

children(khandaker et al.,2015).In Southern Sweden there were 358 CP children, 

corresponding to a prevalence of 2.70 per 1000 live births. In theNorwegian counties 

there were 494 children with CP born between 1st January 1996 and 31st December 

2003, corresponding to a prevalence of 2.65 per 1000 live births (Elkamil et al., 2011). 

 A systematic review, published in 2008, examined the prevalence of CP only in relation 

to gestational age and demonstrated a significant decrease in the prevalence of CP with 

increasing gestational age (Himpens et al., 2008). There are a median prevalence of 11.2 

per 1000 live births for preterm infants, was reported among children weighing between 

1500g and 2499g at birth, and 63.5 per 1000 live births among children weighing less 
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than 1500g. There is a review that did not follow the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- 

analyses) statement and had various several methodological limitations (Oskoui et al., 

2013). Often, parents feel alone in the fight against the disease, they had lack of support 

of this system. To ensure proper care for their loved one, one parent usually resigns from 

work. Cerebral palsy is a group of symptoms associated with etiologically varied central 

nervous system damage. Children with CP may also experience a wide range of social 

and emotional problems, such as rejection by friends, depression, frustration, anxiety, and 

anger. In addition, treatment and care of children with CP can be burdensome to parents 

in terms of cost, time and stress and that leading to the risk of unstable family conditions 

and low ability to cope with problems. Therefore, the quality of life of children with CP 

is one of the important assessments in evaluating the effectiveness of treatment of CP 

(Viehweger et al, 2010). 

Hilari et al. (2016) suggested on research that- World Health Organization (WHO) 

defines the QoL with more narrowly focused on health-related QoL and also follows as 

‘the individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of their culture and 

value systems in which they live, and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards, 

and concerns. Quality of life (QoL) has been described as an individual’s perception of 

his/her own status in life as to cultural features and value system. Health-related quality 

of life (HRQoL), however, is a subcomponent of QoL including physical, social, and 

emotional status of wellbeing. HRQoL is the happiness and satisfaction of individuals in 

different parts of life influencing or influenced by individuals’ health (Dayapoglu& Tan, 

2010). 

 Dale et al. (2006) find out when a child has a disability, most families experience some 

distress. Parents may experience, emotional stress, anxiety, fear, and guilt. They may 

have to rearrange their way of life to accommodate their child, and the child’s problems 

such as generalized motor disabilities,absence of language, and behavioural difficulties 

are likely to exacerbate stress levels. The significant difficulties associated with cerebral 

palsy (CP) often necessitate that parents or primary caregivers gain additional skills and 

knowledge. They may also incur additional expenses that go beyond what is usual in 
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raising a child. Bourke-Taylor et al. (2012) many mothers of children with developmental 

disabilities are known to experience high levels of stress, and compromised mental health 

and ultimately better service families raising and supporting a child with a disability. 

Quality of life of mothers in school going children with CP is a complex construct that is 

influenced by many factors. Chronic disorders of movement and posture in children with 

CP will cause a decrease in functioning and inability to perform activities of daily living 

(Sauve et al., 2010). Keller et al. (2009) showed that the routine and social activity of 

mothers was reduced due to disabilities of children that have an impact on disruption of 

activity of mothers.  

Kaya et al. (2010) suggested deterioration of mental health in mothers of CP causing 

them to experience more back pain which cause deterioration of health related Quality of 

life. All these suggest possible presence of Depression and affected Quality of life of 

mothers. But these results cannot be generalized to our population because different 

population has different characteristic.Diwan et al. (2011) found that children with 

cerebral palsy suffer from several problems like impaired gross motor function, and 

dysfunction balance, locomotion, sensory integration. So the family especially the 

mothers undertake a lot of stresses & social and emotional difficulties, 70% of mothers of 

children with CP suffering from mild to moderate level of depression and have affected 

Quality of life. 

Diwan et al. (2011) suggested that mothers with disabled children have anxiety & 

depression which affects mothers QoL. Sajed et al. (2010) had studied on 120 mothers of 

cerebral palsy children and found higher prevalence and severe depression. He had also 

found there is no difference in between depression score and severity of disability by 

statistically. Prudente et al. (2010) in his study showed the relation between QoL of 

mothers of children with CP and children motor functioning after 10 month of 

rehabilitation. One of the influential conceptualization of Lawton who described it as ‘the 

multidimensional evaluation, of quality of life by both intrapersonal and social-normative 

criteria, of the person–environment system of an individual in time past, current and 

anticipated. In a recent study from Sweden, men and women of more than 67 years old 

were asked what quality of life was for them, and the responses of these persons were 
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social relations, health, activities, functional ability, wellbeing, living in one’s own home, 

personal finances, and personal beliefs and attitudes (Netuveli&Blane, 2008).Arnaud et 

al. (2011) stress in their report that, although care is a normal part of being a parent of a 

young child, this role has a complete different meaning when the child has functional 

limitations and possible long-term dependence, One of the main challenges for parents is 

to solve chronic health problems associated with disability and to effectively meet the 

demands of day-to-day life & Therefore, the task of caring for a disabled child at home or 

school  can be difficult for the parents. Providing such care can have adverse effects on 

both the physical and mental health of the parents, which we have also found in our 

research. A study by (Garel et al. 2007) revealed the main problems for giving birth a 

premature baby whose were fatigue, depressed mood, anxiety and physical inability 

symptoms of the mothers.Children with cerebral palsy (cp),most families experience is 

not good. Specially parents are felling hesitate, emotional stress, guilt, fear, anxiety & 

insecurity (Dehghan et al., 2016). There are several factor that are associated with 

depressed mood those were social isolation, post-traumatic symptoms, withdrawal and 

feelings of guilt. It is worth noting that(Edwards et al. 2011) emphasizes that QoL of 

mothers could not be separated from many other aspects of their overall health, if the 

child was not more relaxed, calmer and less anxious. 
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1.2 Rationale 

Many studies have done about perception, risk factor, burden, physical and psychological 

stress, depression, efficacy of PNF stretching program with cerebral palsy. But there is 

lack of researches about the quality of life of mothers of school going cerebral palsy 

children in our country.Education is one of the most fundamental aspects of development 

for children with cerebral palsy. Public school & private school are just a few options for 

children with CP. This research is about that, school going children with cerebral palsy 

has long term disability and mothers are the primary care giver of them.  Gross motor 

function is an important tool to assess the ability of CP children and higher gross motor 

function denotes higher the functional ability. Quality of life of mothers of school going 

CP children can be related with many factors but it is still inconclusive that the gross 

motor function has any influence on quality of life of mothers. This study was aim to 

clarify this issue further.I also tried to find out the difference between foreign country and 

our country, because there is no enough research about this matter in our country. 

Environmental factors not only affect people’s social cooperation, but also their quality 

of life and this is far more important in mentally disabled people than the general 

population (Glanz et al., 2010). “Quality of life of mothers” for these families depend on 

children chronic conditions and also economic, social, and community support 

conditions. Children characteristics, parents’ personalities, like family size, education 

level, occupation, income, and housing type and their coping strategies not on levels of 

impairment of the child (Mugno et al., 2007). 
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1.3 Research question 

 What is the quality of life of mothers of school going children with cerebral palsy? 
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1.4 Aim of the study 

  To identify the quality of life of mother of school going children with cerebral palsy 

1.5 Objectives 

1.5.1 General objective 

To identify the quality of life of mother of school going children with cerebral palsy. 

1.5.2 Specific objectives: 

 1. To identify the socio demographic characteristics including age, sex, educational 

level, marriage, birth injury, type of injury, addiction of mother, type of cerebral palsy.  

2. To identify WHO quality of life (WHOQoL) of mothers with cerebral Palsy school 

going   Children  

3. To identify physical, psychological, social and environmental health of the participants  

 4. To identify the association between WHO quality of life (WHOQoL) and economical 

conditionof mothers with cerebral palsy school going children. 

5.To find out the association between various components of WHOQOL-BREF 

questionnaires and socio-demographic status. 

 

1.6 Operational Definitions 

Cerebral palsy 

Cerebral palsy (CP) is the result of brain injury or brain malformation. It is a  non- 

progressive brain injury or  disorders of movement and posture caused by abnormal 

development of brain  or damage to  motor control centers of the brain. CP is caused by 

when a child brain still developing – before, during, or after birth. The abnormalities of 

muscle control and the   impairment of motor function that define CP are often 

accompanied by other neurological and physical abnormalities. 
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School –age child 

The age at which a child may or must begin to attend school.According to the 

Bangladeshi law children from the age of six years go to school.  

WHO quality of life 

The general well-being of a person or society, defined in terms of health and happiness, 

rather than wealth. WHO quality of life (WHOQOL) is a multi-dimensional concept that 

includes domains related to physical, mental, emotional, environmental and social 

functioning. It goes beyond direct measures of population health, life expectancy, and 

causes of death, and focuses on the impact health status has on quality of life. The 

measurement the WHOQOL enables obtaining a quality of life profile in four domains: 

physical health, psychological, social relationships and environment. According to WHO 

quality of life is the individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the 

culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals.” In comparison 

to WHO’s definitions, the Wang-Baker Faces scale defines quality of life as “life quality 

(in this case, physical pain) at a precise moment in time. 

 

Functional impairment 

 Any loss or abnormality of physiological, psychological, or anatomical structure or 

function, whether permanent or temporary. Identifying impairmentsthat contribute to 

disability, a functional problem for a patient. 
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1.7: Conceptual Framework: 
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CHAPTER-II                                              LITERRATURE REVIEW 

 

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) defines that 

disability is an umbrella term for impairments, activity limitations and participation 

restrictions and a interaction between individuals with a health condition as cerebral 

palsy, down syndrome and depression. It also correlate with personal and environmental 

factors such as negative attitudes, inaccessible transportation and public buildings, and 

limited social supports) (WHO,2011). Cerebral palsy (CP) is no longer only a disorder 

however also a non-progressive group of permanent disease of the development of 

movement and posture that occur in the early childhood. It causes usually activity 

limitation of a child and disturbances of sensation, perception, cognition, communication. 

(Novak, 2014). 

 The rate of cerebral palsy is high globally. Historically found that in Australia and 

Europe the prevalence of cerebral palsy rate ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 per 1000 live births 

(CDC, 2017). A study allocated that the prevalence of ID was 10.6 per 1,000 in 1991 and 

at 13.6 per 1,000 in 2010 (Van Naarden Braun et al., 2015). Another recent study show 

significant reduction of the prevalence of Cerebral Palsy in  Europe for the birth years 

1980 to 2003 (Sellier et al., 2016). Total 80 percent of disabled people live in poor 

income countries (Gladstone, 2010). As Bangladesh is a developing country so the 

number of disabled people is high in our country. An epidemiological study show that 

children with disabilities aged 2 to9 years in Bangladesh indicated a prevalence rate of 

6.8%for all grades and types of disabilities. 

 A recent Bangladeshi study show that the prevalence of CP in Bangladesh is 3.7/1000 

which is 1.5 more than Australia and Europe. There are about 700 children in shahjadpur. 

It is the sub district of shirajganj. There are 296 villages in Shahjadpur, total population 

of 561,076 an estimated 70,998 households and 12,117 live births per annum. In between 

them 859 children with severe physical impairment. Over half of those children (57 %) 

had never received any rehabilitative support or services. Only 21.1 % (182) of 

thosechildren were attending regular school and just 0.2 % were attending special schools 

(Khandaker et al., 2015). A family has to faces many problems when the family has a 
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special child. For these parents and all family members in a family faces many challenges 

( Masood et al.,2015). As cerebral palsy is a non-progressive permanent developmental 

disorder of movement and posture with activity limitation. So there caregiver burden is 

higher. Different studies shows different result on it. A study examined the level of 

caregiver burden of a child with cerebral palsy. They show that the most important 

predictors were degrees of disability of the child. When a child has functional impairment 

and needs long term support or is dependent on parents then the parents face more 

challenges when providing care for their child. A study allocated that the caregivers have 

poorer health condition than those who have a normal child (Brehayt et al.,2009). 

 Mothers have the greater responsibility for daily care of their children so face more 

challenges and face with more child care related stress than fathers. Having a child with 

cerebral palsy mother experiences physical, emotional and social suffering and Mentally 

retarded children mothers may or may not have a negative effect on social adjustment. 

There is a difference between social adjustment in mothers of mentally retarded children 

and mothers of normal children (Koohsali et al., 2008).  

Tan et al. (2014) found that Children with CP have been reported to have a significantly 

lower HRQoL in all domains compared with children with typical development, 

especially in the domain of motor function. Quality of life (QOL) is defined by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) as an individual's perception of his/her position in which 

he/she lives, and in relation to his/her goals, expectations, standards, and concerns of life 

in the context of the culture and value systems. It is a broad-ranging concept and 

incorporating in a complex way, the person's physical health, and psychological state, 

level of independence, social relationships, personal beliefs, and relationship to salient 

features of the environment. Specific learning disability is a group of neurodevelopmental 

disorders which manifest as persistent difficulties in learning in childhood to efficiently 

read (dyslexia), write (dysgraphia), or do simple mathematical calculations (dyscalculia) 

despite normal intelligence, conventional schooling, intact hearing and vision, and 

adequate motivation and socio-cultural opportunity (Karande& Kulkarni, 2009).  

Disability in a child, the basic component of a family, and accompanying challenges 

affect profoundly other members of the family and may be an intensive source of anxiety. 
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Taking care of these children, especially those who require special and long-term support, 

results in physical and mental stress for mothers (Kaya et al., 2010).There is much 

evidence to show that mothers who take care of disabled children suffer from more 

severe physical and psychological complications than mothers with healthy children 

(Laurvick et al., 2006). 

Rostami et al. (2013) found that the socioeconomic status, marital satisfaction, and 

subtypes of pervasive developmental disorders have a significant influence on the Quality 

of life of mothers of children with pervasive developmental disorders in Iran. There is no 

12 doubt that these conditions can affect the Quality of life of mothers who have children 

with Cerebral Palsy (Gorter et al., 2009). 

It naturally follows that taking care of a disabled child has a profound impact on the 

Quality of life and health of mothers who are in charge of caregiving; however, its 

different dimensions and scales must be reviewed in each region or country based on 

those lifestyles (Davis et al., 2010). Quality of life (QoL) is widely used in health and 

medical studies to measure health status (Habashneh et al., 2012). Identifying the factors 

affecting Quality of life can enhance treatment, care, and rehabilitation programs (Soh et 

al., 2013). 

 One of the major goals of all countries is to improve people’s Quality of life and well-

being (Prudente et al., 2010).Quality of life is a subjective concept that encompasses all 

conditions and aspects of human life (Nesterko et al., 2013). According to the World 

Health Organization, Quality of life is defined as the individual’s perception of his/her 

position in life in the context of his/her culture and value systems in which he/she lives, 

and in relation to his/her goals, expectations, standards, and concerns 

(Susniene&Jurkauskas, 2009). Quality of life involves indicators such as good health, 

proper housing, employment, personal and family security, education and recreation, 

mental health, physical health, proper family life, proper social life, job security, and 

freedom (Sadeghi, et al., 2013).  

Quality of life is a broad concept in social network of relationship that would lead to 

maintain a good quality of life and that indicates the increase of social networking 
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(Bayatiani et al., 2011). It has been reported in multicultural comparative studies, 

underlying social factors, such as race, sex, religion, and the socioeconomic status of 

families with disabled children are among the critical factors that can cause problems 

while caring for these children (Soh et al., 2013). The present study concentrates on 

several individual and social factors to compare the Quality of life of mothers who have a 

child with CP and mothers with a healthy child in Iran. Receiving information about an 

impairment in a child's development seriously affects the functioning of the entire family. 

The family members face numerous challenges, and difficulties abound while everyone 

tries to adapt to the new situation. It is a heterogeneous group of movement and posture 

disorders caused by non-progressive damage to the immature brain. It may be 

accompanied by other disorders such as epilepsy, deficits in speech, hearing, vision, and 

intellectual disability (Kulak et al., 2006). 

( Kaya et al. 2010) suggested deterioration of mental health in mothers of CP causing 

them to experience more back pain which cause deterioration of health related Quality of 

life. All these suggest possible presence of Depression and affected Quality of life. But 

these results cannot be generalized to our population because different population has 

different characteristic. So the need of our study is to find out prevalence of depression & 

affection in Quality of life of mothers of children suffering from Cerebral palsy. Present 

study was done to evaluate the quality of life of mothers of children with cerebral palsy. 

 Another suggested that mother with disabled children have anxiety & depression which 

affects mother’s Quality of life. Diwan et al. (2011) showed that there is prevalent 

depression in mothers of children with Cerebral palsy and Quality of life especially role 

limitation due to physical health & emotional problems and social functioning are more 

affected than other components in our population. So different coping strategies and 

psycho-social programme must be designed and implicated to improve social and 

emotional well-being. There is also need for formulation of parents support group. 

Diwanet al., (2011) found that 70% of mothers of children with CP suffering from mild 

to moderate level of depression and have affected Quality of life. Our study has showed 

prevalent depression and affected Quality of life of mothers of children with CP. 
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There is no significant relationship between parenting stress and the severity of child 

motor impairment as classified using Gross Motor Function Classification System 

(GMFCS) and Parenting stress mainly demotor impairment as classified using Gross 

Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) andalso Parenting stress mainly depends 

on parents experienced of children with severe disability and dependent. But there is 

relation between presence of child behavioural problems rather than severity of the 

child’s motor impairment. Stress mainly based on common additional problem like 

affecting communication and learning rather than motor impairment alone (parkes et al., 

2011). 

 

 Mothers are more likely to share their feelings rather than solve it. They need a friend 

rather than financial support (NurSaadahet al., 2014).Sajed et al., (2010) suggested that 

the birth of a developmentally disabled child is a family stressor and mothers often feel 

guilty and sense of responsibility because of their character qualities more than the other 

family members, hence, they involve in compensation strategies to overcome their 

children disability. Mothers of children with different levels of disability tolerate high 

level of stresses. Children with chronic medical conditions cause depression emotional 

and behavioural problems in their mothers. Mothers of cerebral palsy (CP) children, as an 

integral part of the team have a lot of social and emotional problems. Some studies 

focused on the status of mothers having Cerebral palsy children.  

In the study of Ones and his colleagues showed that, mothers having Cerebral palsy 

children had depressive symptoms and lower quality of life. In a research studied the 

relationship between children disability and mother’s mental health (Singogo, 2015). 

Another study found that the prevalence of depression in 3 groups of mothers having: a) 

premature infants with the risk for developing CP, b) premature infants without risk of 

CP and, c) normal infants, was the same at the first year of children lives(Sipal& 

Sayin,2013) 

(Varni et al,.2005) told that child characteristics such as age, gender, severity of disease, 

and pain have been shown to influence parents report of children Quality of life in 
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various chronic conditions, including Cerebral palsy. Previous studies provided 

conflicting evidence about the relationship of Quality of life to severity of motor 

impairment and suggested that domains related to physical symptoms may be more 

affected than social or emotional functioning domains. This may be attributable in part to 

the fact that physical aspects are more easily reported than psychological aspects. 

However, few stu dies examined the influence of other impairments in this population.  

Social contacts and activities with peers are reported to be reduced by chronic pain (Von 

et al., 2006). Previous studies, mainly from the general population (Von et al. 2006) 

suggested that children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds have significantly more 

negative experiences of health and well-being, but there is insufficient evidence to 

determine whether a similar relationship holds for children with disabilities. Parents’ 

views of their children’s Quality of life may also be affected by the burden of caregiving 

and their own mental health and well-being (White et al., 2007). 

 Studies on the Quality of life of children with Cerebral palsy have focused mainly on 

small groups of children selected from clinics with homogeneous degrees of impairment 

severity, rather than the spectrum of impairments, and little is known about the influence 

of associated impairments in this population, despite the high prevalence of such 

difficulties. Our population-based study aimed to determine whether the type and severity 

of the children motor function and associated impairments, as well as the family context 

(socioeconomic factors and parental stress), influence the children Quality of life, as 

reported by the parents.  

 Identify the factors associated with the lowest Quality of life in each domain, because it 

is important in clinical settings to be able to identify children more likely to have poor 

Quality of life. We hypothesized that the influence of impairment would differ according 

to the dimensions of Quality of life examined and that the factors associated with Quality 

of life would not be the same for different levels of impairment severity. We also 

expected parental stress to be associated with parents’ proxy- 15 reports of children 

Quality of life(Robitail et al., 2006). 
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 Aydın &Nur, (2012) mentioned that there has been a growing understanding that the 

family has an important role in the life of children with disabilities. Family-centered care 

was developed to facilitate the process of care of children with special needs and their 

families. Since then, it has been widely used in child health and afterward implemented to 

the pediatric rehabilitation. The acceptance of familycentered care and the emergence of 

new theories on motor development have influenced the management of children with 

cerebral palsy. The interventions have become more family- and function-focused, rather 

than child-focused. There are a limited number of studies in the literature evaluating 

musculoskeletal system pain and the related factors that are observed in the mothers of 

the children with cerebral palsy (Kaya et al., 2010).Knowing the extent and the risk 

factors of the problems in the musculoskeletal system of these mothers is of importance 

to determine the support and the approach to be provided to this group. It is also 

important for the quality of the care and the rehabilitation support that is provided to the 

healthy children of these mothers. The incidence of neck pain and back and low back 

pain within the last one year and the depression scores in the mothers who had children 

with cerebral palsy were significantly higher than those values in the mothers who had 

healthy children. Prudente et al., (2010) state that the number of children, the age of the 

children with cerebral palsy, the functional level of the children and the depression level 

of the child were independent risk factors in the musculoskeletal system pain of the 

mothers. 

 Studies in the literature reported that the quality of life was disturbed and the physical 

health also, who had children with cerebral palsy and who developed locomotors system 

pain., in particular, was negatively affected. As far as we know, there is only one detailed 

article in the literature related to musculoskeletal problems and the pain that developed in 

the mothers who had children with cerebral palsy (Kaya et al., 2010). In this aspect, the 

results of the current study are valuable. Tekinarslan (2013) found on mothers who had 

children with muscular dystrophy, they found a correlation between back pain and daily 

life activities of the children. Ozel et al. (2009) suggested that the current study also 

supports the finding that as the functional dependency increases, the complaint of pain 

also increases in this patient group. Sixty-five 16 to ninety percent of the cases with 

cerebral palsy live until adult age, therefore, the care provided by the mother who had a 
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child with cerebral palsy is a one-way, dependent and long-term process. The age of the 

children is important for the duration of this care. As the child grows, the physical load 

and requirements of the child increase and the parent ages. The present study found that 

the age of the mothers who suffered from the pain and whose children had CP was older. 

 The studies in the literature have demonstrated that together with the increasing age, pain 

increases and the tolerance of the pain decreases (TeRzi&Tan, 2016).The degenerative 

changes that develop in the joints, together with the increasing age, might render the 

mothers in this group under the risk for the development of pain. It has been 

demonstrated that the depression levels in these mothers might be related to the type and 

severity of cerebral palsy (Ozel et al., 2009).Depression and chronic stress might cause 

physical symptoms related to stress in these mothers. The prolonged stress and 

depression might affect immunological functions by causing dysfunction and excessive 

stimulation in the neuroendocrinological stress response system (TeRzi&Tan, 2016).  

Tong et al. (2013) demonstrated the correlation between the symptoms of depression and 

the impairment in physical health and chronic pain. In the current study, the depression 

levels were correlated with the musculoskeletal pain that developed within the last one 

year. Parents of children with CP experience elevated levels of stress compared with the 

general population (Glenn et al. 2009).  

The increased musculoskeletal pain in these mothers was thought to be caused by the 

negative effects of chronic stress and the symptoms of depression on the physical health, 

in addition to the physical load to which they were exposed. (TeRzi&Tan, 2016) found 

the incidence of low back pain was 71.1% in female caregivers of children with physical 

disabilities and this ratio was lower in caregivers of the children without physical 

disabilities. 

 These mothers show high levels of stress, mental health problems, depression, anxiety, 

financial difficulties, negative emotions, self-blame, fear of child future problems, 

impaired physical performance, and fatigue or exhaustion (Zani et al., 2013).Quality of 

life is affected by factors such as beliefs, attitudes; as well as cultural, economic, social, 

and religious values. The specific role of the mother for the pregnancy and birth, child 
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care, and education makes them experience more pressure. Therefore, they need more 

support (Yilmaz et al., 2013). These differences depend on the type of disability and lack 

of interest 17 of the child to the parents. Jalili et al. (2013) in a study evaluated the quality 

of life of mothers of children with severe cerebral palsy and factors affecting it. The 

results showed that the quality of life of mothers of children with cerebral palsy is 

moderate. They showed that mothers of children with special needs have a low quality of 

life. Hagh et al. (2011) in a research evaluated the resiliency and quality of life of 

mothers of children with intellectual disability and the results showed that there is a 

positive and significant correlation between resiliency and quality of life The results 

showed that most of the challenges that mothers are faced with include the risk of losing 

physical, mental, and social well-being are the cause of disable children and the time 

limit for dealing with family issues and financial burden and the lack of participation of 

appropriate recreational programs all are associated with this problem. 
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CHAPTER –III                       METHODOLOGY  

 

3.1 Study design 

This study aimed to find out the Quality of life of mothers of school going  children with 

Cerebral palsy. For this reason a quantitative research model in the form of a cross-

sectional type survey design was used .Cross sectional studies (also called a prevalence 

survey) aim at describing and quantifying the distribution of certain variables in a study 

population at point of time. It provides a snapshot of the health experience of a 

population at a given time (Hannan, 2007). I used this method so that the aim and 

objectives of the study can be fulfilled. Ethical permission was obtained from 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) and written informed consent was obtained from all 

participants. 

 

3.2 Study site 

The study was conducted in William and Marie Taylor school at Center for the 

Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP). This area was chosen and the patients whose were 

exist here meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the study. 

 

3.3 Study population 

The study populations were cerebral palsy school going children& their mothers, who 

came at  William and Marie Taylor school to receive education and rehabilitation service. 

 

3.4 Sampling Procedure 

In the study convenient sampling technique was used here,considering the inclusion – 

exclusion criteria of the patients, who came to  William merry school at CRP. 
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3.5 Sample size 

Sampling procedure for cross sectional study done by following equation- 

n={
𝑧−

𝛼

2

𝑑
}
2

× 𝑝𝑞 

Here, 

z−
𝛼

2
= 1.96 

 p=0.37 (Murthy et al., 2014) 

q=1-p 

 d= 0.05  

Calculating sample was 356, but due to time limitation andavailability of sample,data was 

not collected from 65 sample.  

 

3.6 Inclusion criteria of mothers 

1. Who had at least one CP children. 

 2. Who received treatment for her children from CRP paediatricunit. 

3. Who were teaching their children in school at CRP. 

 4. No age limitation. 

 5. Who were full time career of her children. 

6. Who were voluntarily agreed to participate in the study. Inclusion criteria of mothers 

were composed of having a child with CP, living with the child and their child going to 

school (Yilmaz et al., 2013). 

Inclusion criteria of CP children 

1. Age range between 6 to 18 years. 

 2. Both male & female. 

 3. Any type of CP, whose diagnosis was confirm by physician. Mothers with CP children 

were put into classification as spastic (diplegic, quadriplegic, and hemiparetic) 
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dyskinetic(including athetosis and dystonia), and mixed type according to this 

classification (Yilmaz et al., 2013) 

 

3.7 Exclusion criteria of mothers 

1. Any Cognitive or psychological disorder of mothers that can prevent understanding of 

Questionnaire. 

 2. Any chronic disorder of mothers as Arthritis, Diabetes mellitus, Hypertension. 

Exclusion criteria of children 

 1. Children’s above 18 years old. 

 2. Other disease like Autism, hydrocephalus, microcephaly, down syndrome, Erb Palsy. 

Mothers of children with other neurological conditions like erb’s palsy, Down syndrome, 

Autism etc were excluded (Diwan et al., 2011). 

 

3.8 Data collection instrument and tools 

 A questionnaire WHOQOL-BREF & socio-economic informative questionnaire were 

used for data collection. 

 

Measurement tools 

 A socio-demographical informative questionnaire was developed by researcher to collect 

data. A preformedpretested questionnaire/tool named the WHOQOL-BREF questionnaire 

which measures Quality of Life (QOL) across four domains.  
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WHO-BREF 

The WHOQOL-BREF instrument comprises 26 items, which measure the following 

broad domains: physical health, psychological health, social relationships, and 

environment. The WHOQOL-BREF is a shorter version of the original instrument that 

may be more convenient for use in large research studies or clinical trial. 

Validity 

 Validity encompasses the entire experimental concept and establishes whether the results 

obtained meet all of the requirements of the scientific research method. In additionally 

validity is the extent to which a test measures what it claims to measure. It is vital for a 

test to be valid in order for the results to be accurately applied and interpreted. Validity is 

concerned with the accuracy of scientific finding. 

 

Reliability 

The idea behind reliability is that any significant results must be more than a one-off 

finding and be inherently repeatable. Reliability refers to the consistency of a measure. A 

test is considered reliable if we get the same result repeatedly. 

 

Reliability and Validity of WHOQOL-BREF 

WHOQOL-BREF is the most useful scale for measurement of Quality of life or health 

status and wellbeing of a person. This is also translated in Bangla by linguistic for better 

understanding. Quality of life of mothers detected by this Questionnaire. Most of the 

research that are used here also follow this Questionnaire for detect Quality of life of 

mothers of children with cerebral palsy and this study also use this 

Questionnaire(Okurowska-zawada et al.,2011). 

 

 

. 
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3.9 Data collection procedure 

Before data collection, researcher was first introduced herself to the participants & took 

verbal consent. Then provided written consent form to the participant, and after signed 

the consent form, data was collected through a questionnaire from the participants by face 

to face conversation. In that way questionnaire was presented and data was completed. In 

the questionnaire, there was participant’s demographic information including age, sex, 

area, education, type of injury and typeof cerebral palsy children, along with 

questionnaire of WHOQOL-BREF. Data was collected from patient present in William 

and Marie Taylor school of CRP; Savar and researcher collected data from 28 July 2018 

to 28 August 2018. 

 

3.10 Data analysis 

After completing the initial data collection, every questionnaire was checked again to 

find out any mistake or unclear information. Then data was analyzed through Statistical 

package of social science (SPSS) version 20 and data was leveled in Microsoft Excel 

worksheet and arranged in results. Then data was analyzed through descriptive statistics 

and descriptive statistics was used to fulfill research objectives. 

3.11 Ethical considerations 

The proposal wassubmitted to theInstitutional Review Board (IRB) of Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI) & approval was obtainedfrom  the  board. The whole 

process of this research project was done by following the Bangladesh Medical Research 

Council (BMRC) guidelines and World Health Organization (WHO) Research 

guidelines. Verbal and written inform consent was taken from every participants. And 

ensure every participants that they can leave any time during data collection, & it was 

ensured that participants were not influenced by data collector. The researcher strictly 

maintained the confidentiality regarding participant’s condition.. The study was 

conducted in a clean and systematic way. Every subject had the opportunity to discuss 

their problem with the senior authority or administration of CRP and have any questioned 

answer to their satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER –IV                                      RESULTS 

 

In the present study, quality life of mother was assessed by using WHOQOL-BREF 

questionnaires among the 65 participant mothers of school going children with cerebral 

palsy. This study found the socio-demographic information of the participants. 

4. Socio-demographic information 

4.1 Age of Mother 

Among the 65 participants, about 3%(n=2) participants were between 15-23 age and 

about 55% (n=36) participants were between 24 to 33 age and 42%(n=27) participants 

were between 34 to 43 age.(Figure-1) 

 

 

Figure (1):Mother ageof the participants 
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4.2 Age of children 

Among the 65 participants, about 32 %(n=21) participants children age  were between 5-

10 years and about 60% (n=39) participants children age were between 11 to 15 years 

and 8%(n=5) participants were between 16 to 19 age.(Figure-2) 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2): Age of children 
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4.3 Ratio of boy and girl among CP children 

Among the 65 participants, 57 %(n=37)  children were boy and 43%(n=28)  were girl. 

(Figure-3) 

 

 

 

Figure(3): Gender ratio between Boy and Girl. 
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4.4 Education level of the mothers 

Out of the 65 participants mother, education status showed that 5% (n=3) mothers were 

completed primary education, 51% (n=33) completed secondary education, 32% (n=21) 

completed Higher Secondary education, 6% (n=4) completed Bachelor degree, and 

6%(n=4) completed  post -graduation education.(Figure-4) 

 

 

Figure-4: Mother educational level 
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4.5 : Cousin marriage of the participants 

Among  65 the participant 21.5% (n=14) was got cousin marriage and 78.5% (n=51) 

were not cousin marriage.(Figure-5) 

 

 

 

Figure-5: Cousin marriage of the participants 
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4.6 Injury during baby’s birth 

Out of 65 participants, 56% (n=37) participants had present birth injury and 44 %( n=28) 

had not present. (Figure-6) 

 

. Figure(6): Injury during baby’s birth 
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4.7 Type of injury 

Out of 65 participants, 32% (n=21) participants had present injury to head,20% (n=13)  

had injury to brain, others injury 5% (n=3)  and 43 %( n=28) had not present.(figure-7)   

 

Figure-7:Type of injury 
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4.8 Type of Addiction of Mother 

 All 65 the participant 7.7% (n=5) was addicted by betal leaf &jarda   and 92.3% (n=60) 

was not addicted.(Figure-8) 

 

  

Figure-8:Type of addiction of mothers. 
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4.9 Type of cerebral palsy child 

The figure showing that type of cerebral palsy children in involuntary muscle contraction 

was 55.4% (n=36), flaccid type of muscle contraction was 3.1%(n=2), muscular 

imbalance26.2% (n=17) and mixed was  15.4% (n=10) among 65 participants. (Figure-9) 

 

 

 

 

Figure-9: Type of cerebral palsy child 
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WHOQOL-BREF scoring among the participants mother  

4.10 Physical Health of Mother 

The figure showing that 54% mother’s physical health is low quality, 29% mother’s 

physical health is moderate quality and 16% mother’s physical health is high quality of 

life. (Figure-10) 

 

 

 Figure(10):  Physical health 
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4.11 Psychological health of mother 

The figure shows that 46%  mother’s psychology is low quality of life,37% mother’s life 

is moderate quality of life  and 17% are high quality of life. (Figure-11)              

 

 

 

 

Figure – 11: Psychological health. 
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4.12 social relationship 

All 65 participant 54% (n=35) had low quality social relationship, 43%(n=28) had mild 

to moderate quality of life and 3% (n=2) high quality of life. 

 

 

 

 

Figure(12):social relationship 
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4.13 Environmental health of mother. 

Among 65 participants 29.2% (n=19) had low quality environmental health,30.8%(n=20) 

had mild to moderate quality of life and 40% (n=26) high quality of life. 

 

 

 

Figure :13 – Environmental Health 
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Table 1 :  Association between Mother’s educational qualification and component of  

WHOQOL-BREF (physical health, psychological health, social relationship and 

environmental health)  

 

Mother’s 

Educational 

Qualification 

Component of 

WHOQOL-

BREF  

 

Chi-Square 

       Value 

     P-Value Significance 

 Uneducated 

 Primary 

 Secondary  

 Higher-

secondary 

 Graduate 

 Post graduate 

 Ohers 

Physical Health 16.875 0.03 Significant 

 

Psychological 

Health 

19.644 0.012 Significant 

Social 

Relationship 

3.331 0.912 Not-significant 

Environmental 

Health 

6.604 0.580 Not-significant 

 

From Table-1:The association found between mothers educational qualification and 

Physical health which was statistically significant (P<.031). Association found 

betweenMother’s educational qualification and Psychological healthwhich was 

statistically significant (P<.012).  

No association found between mother’s educational qualification and social relationship 

which was not statistically significant (P>.912).No association found between mother’s 

educational qualification and environmental health which was not statistically significant 

(P>.580). 

So, it has found that mother’s educational qualification moderately affects quality of life 

among mothers of school going CP child. 
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Table-2: Association between Age of Mother and component of  WHOQOL-BREF 

(physical health, psychological health, social relationship and environmental health) 

 

 

Age of Mother 

    (Years) 

Component of 

WHOQOL-

BREF 

   Chi-square 

     Value 

   P-value Significance 

 

     15-23 

 

     24-33 

 

     34-43 

Physical Health 3.397 

 

0.494 Not-significant 

Psychological 

Health 

        3.544 0.471 Not-significant 

Social 

Relationship 

       4.050 0.399 Not-Significant 

Environmental  

Health 

      3.930 0.416 Not-significant 

 

In Table-2, No association found between age of mother and Physical health which was 

not statistically significant (P>.494). No association found betweenage of mother and 

Psychological Health which was not statistically significant (P>.471).No association 

found between age of mother and social relationship which was not statistically 

significant (P>.399). No association found between age of mother and environmental 

health which was not statistically significant (P>.416). 

So, it has found that age of mother does not affect the quality of life among mother of 

school going CP child. 
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Table-3: Association between Income (month/tk)  and component of  WHOQOL-BREF 

(physical health, psychological health, social relationship and environmental health) 

 

   Income 

  (Month/tk) 

Component of 

WHOQOL-

BREF 

   Chi-square 

     Value           

    P-Value    Significance 

 

(3000-5000) 

 

(5000-10000) 

 

   (>10000) 

 

      Others 

Physical Health     74.152 

 

        0.000     Significant 

Psychological 

Health 

60.347 0.000 Significant 

Social 

Relationship 

      4.075 0.667 Not-significant 

Environmental 

Health 

      31.265 0.000 Significant 

 

 

From Table-3: The association found between income and Physical health which was 

statistically significant (P<.000). Association found between income and Psychological 

health which was statistically significant (P<.000).Association found between income 

and Environmental health which was statistically significant (P<.000). 

 

No association found between income and social relationship which was not statistically 

significant (P>.667). 

So, it has shown that Family income affects greatlythe quality of life among mother of 

school going CP child. 
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TheWHOQOL-BREF questionnaire is easy to apply participants and it doesn’t require lot 

of time to answer the questions and process the data. And it is easy to evaluating 

individual patients. The WHOQOL-BREF consists of four domain, which are the sums of 

the questions in their section. This data was also analysed by using SPSS version 20.  

 

From 65 participants the minimum & maximum percentage of physical health was The 

figure showing that 17% mother’s physical health is very  good  and 29% mother’s 

physical health is moderate quality of life and 53% mother’s health is low quality of 

life.It means the physical quality of mother is poor The figure shows that 17% mother’s 

psychology is very good  and 37% are mild to moderate and 46% mother’s psychological 

health is low quality.It means the psychological quality of mother is poor. All 65 

participant 53.8% (n=35) had low quality social relationship,43.1%(n=28) had mild to 

moderate quality of life and 3.1% (n=2) high quality of life. It means the social quality of 

mother is poor.was The figure showing that 40% mother’s environmental health is very  

good  and 31% mother’s environmental health is moderate quality of life and 29% 

mother’s environment health is low quality of life. 
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CHAPTER –V                               DISCUSSION 

This discussion is based on among 65 participant’s mother & their children. According to 

the results of the present study, most of the participant mothers age range were (14-42) 

years, so age was not the main factor for giving birth of a CP child. One study conducted 

in America showed that, mean age of the mothers was 37.9±11.4 years (Allah et al., 

2012). From the study we see that, mean age of mothers was comparatively lower than 

other study. So young age of the mothers can risk for developing CP children and can 

affect quality of life of mothers. In this study maximum age of the mothers was 42 years. 

In the United States, birth rates for women in their 30s are at the highest levels in three 

decades.  

 

However, an older mother have chance to increase risk for miscarriage, birth defects, and 

pregnancy complications such as twins, high blood pressure, gestational diabetes, and 

difficult labours. Some studies showed that there may be a greater chance of pregnancy 

complications of the babies of older women than babies of younger women. Nabors 

conducted a research on “Maternal age and parity in relation to Cerebral palsy in their 

infants” showed that the patient who was more than 35 years old is more likely to 

produce a child with cerebral palsy than younger women (Brown et al., 2008).So from 

this study it also clear that CP can developed from the middle age of the mothers and 

their Quality of life can hamper for this reason. 

 

In my study,Out of the 65 participants mother, education status showed that 4.6% (n=3) 

mothers were completed primary education, 50.8% (n=33) completed secondary 

education, 32.3% (n=21) completed Higher Secondary education, 6.2% (n=4) completed 

Bachelor degree, and 6.2%(n=4) completed post -graduation education.so,educational 

status is not very good.There is association between mothers educational qualification 

and extend she feels her life to be meaningful. Another study in Australia found that, 

1.5% were completed primary level, 37.2% high school level, 22.1% trade certification 

and 29% university.From another study in U.S.A showed that 6.7% mothers were 

completed H.S.C (Hwang et al., 2011). So, less education can effect for continuing good 

life. 
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 Birth injury is a common problem for developing CP children.From the study out of 65 

participants, 56.9% (n=37) participants children had present birth injury and43.1%( 

n=28) had not present.  In India one study showed that, during birth 26.3% children had 

birth asphyxia (Souza et al., 2006). In addition, another study in Netherland showed that 

17.3% children had birth asphyxia during birth (Toorn et al., 2007).There birth injury is 

less than birth asphyxia and this is risk for developing CP children. 

 

 From the study among 65 participant 21.5% (n=14) was got cousin marriage and 78.5% 

(n=51) was not cousin marriage. The union between two people genetically related by 

descent from a common ancestor is called consanguineous marriage and  any marriage 

between relatives less close than siblings (brothers and sisters) or parents and offspring 

are not necessarily outlawed, but the dividing line between legal and illegal is vague and 

varies between countries. Consanguineous marriage is still high in Egypt (35.3%), 

especially among first cousins (86%) and however the frequency varies by region,On the 

other hand first cousin marriage is also risk for developing cerebral palsy, include birth 

after fewer than 32 weeks gestation, birth weight of less than 5 lb with intrauterine 

growth retardation, intracranial hemorrhage and trauma and about 10 to 20% patients 

(Chen et al., 2013).  

 

In most African societies consanguineous marriages are not allowed. But in Japan, India, 

Pakistan and the Middle East consanguineous marriages is high. Children birth from such 

close marriages showed various types of genetic disorders such as birth defects, mental 

retardation deafness and blindness. So first cousin marriage can risk for developing CP 

children because of genetic problem upon the family members.   Although care is a 

normal part of being a parents of a young child, this role has a completely different 

mainly when the child has functional limitation and possible long-term 

dependence.(Diwan et al. 2011) found that, studies investigating QoL and related factors 

in mothers of children with CP report different findings. 
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 Some studies report that Quality of life of mothers with CP children is affected 

negatively and also affects mothers physical well-being, freedom and independence and 

financial stability (Davis et al.,2010).In my study, 54% mother’s physical health is low 

quality, 29% mother’s physical health is moderate quality  and 16% mother’s physical 

health is high quality of life out of 65 participent. So the physical health of school going 

cerebral palsy children mothers is low quality of life. 

 

The quality of life in mothers of children with cerebral palsy was statistically significant 

poorer andmothers of children with difficulties had significantly more negative emotional 

conditions and more symptoms of depression because they had lack of positive feelings 

such as joy, pleasure, loveliness, pride and fulfillment of hope(Glinacet al.,2017). 

 

In my study I found that 46% mother’s psychology is low quality of life,37% mother’s 

life is moderate quality of life  and 17% are high quality of life.so, mothers psychological 

health is very poor.. In one study performed by Diwan et al. (2011) 70% of mothers with 

CP children were reported to have mild-to-moderate depression, and the depression was 

reported to have a negative effect on Quality of Life of mothers. 

  

In my study, 53.8% (n=35) had low quality social relationship,43.1%(n=28) had mild to 

moderate quality of life and 3.1% (n=2) high quality of life so,social relationship of 

cerebral palsy children mothers is not very good. As a result of cultural impacts in 

Turkey, mothers mostly take over the responsibility for disabled children and in another 

study, Kaya et al. (2010) reported that the deterioration of mental health in mothers with 

CP children gives rise to experiencing further low back pain by mothers, leading to more 

deterioration in Quality of Life and it was reported that decrease the social activities of 

mothers with disable children. In several studies, it has been indicated that mothers of 

disabled children give up other roles in society, attend less to social activities, and have 

less social life due to their increased responsibilities for childcare ( Ergun et al.2012). 
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All 65 participant 29.2%  mothers of cerebral palsy children  had low quality 

environmental health,30.8% had mild to moderate quality of life and 40% high quality of 

life.so, mothers environmental health is very good. Another study found that maternal 

mental healthisdepended environmental factors (Burk et al.,2012). 

The study shows that the association between monthly income and physical health 

(P<.000) and also association between monthly income and psychological domain 

(P<.000). Comparing the data from the study, the largest differences occur in parents of 

children with cerebral palsy in the environment domain, p<0.0068, and the psychological 

domain, p<0.010 (Okurowska –Zawada et al.,2011). 

My study shows that there is association between educational status of mother  and 

physical health (P<.03) and also association between  educational status of mother  and 

psychology domain (P<.012).My study shows that there is strong association between 

monthly income and environmental  health of the participant (p<0.00). Another study 

showed that economic  condition  is associated strongly with the environmental domain, 

p <.0019 (Mahani et al.,2013). 

 Lastly, I think growing up a cerebral palsy child is a major challenge for the entire 

family. Parents with cerebral palsy child require health care facilities more positively, we 

thought that effective rehabilitation programmes should provide sufficient opportunities 

for children, and repeated follow up interviews where not only information require for the 

children’s disabilities but also psychological support for the mother. 
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Limitations 

Complete accuracy is not possible in any research so that some limitation may exist. 

Regarding this study, there were some limitations or barriers to consider the result of the 

study as below: The small sample size may constitute a limitation as to the general ability 

of findings from this study. Other limitation of this study was its short duration, because 

here exist some course work of other subject & placement of 3 month and data were 

collected just from one centre. So the result might be generalized lack ability. The 

samples were collected only from the selectedarea named William and Marie Taylor 

school at Centre for the Rehabilitation of the paralysed (CRP). So the result of the study 

could not be generalized to the whole population in Bangladesh. Only find out the results 

about QoL of mothers of  school going CP children. So the results of the study was not 

compare with other disable children. 
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CHAPTER –VI     CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

6.1 Conclusion 

 Parenting a child with cerebral palsy needs an ocean of patience, talent, courage and 

energy. When they lack in any of the aspect, the process becomes challenge for them. 

Parents need respite care which may be assisted by family members (Sridhar &Nirmala, 

2015).Cerebral palsy is one of the most common congenital disorders of childhood. 

Maximum children had lower level of functional status and we general people sometime 

think that this poor functional level can affect the Qol of school going cerebral palsy 

children mothers, but parents of children with cerebral palsy describe their quality of life 

as good and are satisfied with their health. They have adapted to this situation and 

accepted it and from this study we see that  social life is mild good of school going 

cerebral palsy children mother.  We must keep in mind that most of the difficulties are 

mainly due to financial problems rather than inadequate preparation to care for the child 

or lack of understanding of the disease. Therefore, in planning a rehabilitation program 

for CP children, and also for mothers should be evaluated in detail. It is considered that 

mothers, undertaking the most significant role in the rehabilitation and caring for the 

child, should be treated the CP children in a better way. Additionally, mothers should be 

encouraged to take part in social activities related to their interests, and those with 

depressive symptoms should be supported psychologically. 

6.2 Recommendation 

 In future, larger sample size is recommended to assess the Quality life of mother with 

cerebral palsy children in Bangladesh. Also compare the quality of life of mothers of 

children with cerebral palsy with that of mothers of children with other forms of 

disability and find out proper solution, so that mothers willingly give information about 

their child. In additionally conduct the study in large community and other institute. 
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CONSENT STATEMENT 

Assalamualaikum, 

I amUarda all rifa Trina  student of physiotherapy department affiliated to university of 

Dhaka. I am conducting this study for 4th professional B.sc in Physiotherapy project study 

dissertation titled “Quality of life among mother of school going children with 

cerebral palsy”To fulfil my research project, I need to some information from you to collect 

data. So, you can be a respected participant of this research and the conversation time will be 

approximately 20-30 minutes. 

I would like to inform you that this is a purely academic study and will not be used for 

any other purpose. Your participation in the research will have no impact on your present 

workplace. All information provided by you will be treated as confidential and in the 

event of any report or publication it will be ensured that the source of information 

remains anonymous. 

Your participation in this study is voluntary and honorarium will not be provided for this 

purpose.you may withdraw yourself at any time during this study without any negative 

consequences. You also have the right not to answer a particular question that you don’t 

like or do not want to answer during interview. 

If you have any query about the study or your right as a participant, you may contact with 

me at Physiotherapy Department, BHPI, CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343. 

Do you have any questions before I start?  

So, may I have your consent to proceed with the interview? 

   Yes    No 

Signature of the Participant and date _____________________________ 

Signature of the Data collector and date __________________________ 

Signature of the researcher and date____________________________ 
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সম্মতিপত্র 

আসসালামুয়ালাইকুম, 

আতম ওয়ার্ দাআলরিফাতৃণা, আতম বাাংলাদেশ হেলথ প্রদেশনস ইনতিটিউট (তবএইচতপআই)-

এররফরিওথেিারিরিভাথেি ৪ে দ িথষ দিএকজন 

ছাত্রী।এইপ্ররিষ্ঠানটিঢাকারিশ্বরিদ্যালথয়িঅরিভুক্ত।আমািথকাথস দিঅংশরিথসথিআরমএকটিেথিষনাকিরি। 

আমার  গদবষণার তশদরানাম “তবদ্যালয়গামীদসদরব্রাল পালতস 

তশশুদেরমাদয়দেরজীবনযাত্রারমান”।গদবষনার মাধ্যদম আতম তবদ্যালয়গামী হসতরব্রাল পালতস তশশুদের 

সদে িাদের মাদয়দের জীবনযাত্রার মান এবাং তশশুদের বয়দসর সাদথ তবতিন্ন কম মকাদের সম্পকম হেখদবা। 

আতম এখন আপনাদক তকছু ব্যতিগি এবাং কম ম সম্পদক ম তকছু প্রশ্ন করদি চাতি । এদি আনুমাতনক ২০-৩০ 

তমতনট সময় তনদব।  

আতম আপনাদক অবগি করতছ হয, এটা আমার েথিষনার অাংশ এবাং যা অন্য হকান উদেদে ব্যবহৃি েদব 

না । এই গদবষনায় আপনার অাংশগ্রেণ বি মমান কম মস্থদল হকান প্রকার প্রিাব হেলদব না । আপতন হযসব 

িথ্য প্রোন করদবন িার হগাপনীয়িা বজায় থাকদব এবাং আপনার প্রতিদবেদনর ঘটনা প্রবাদে এটা 

তনতিি করা েদব হয এই িদথ্যর উৎস অপ্রকাতশি থাকদব। 

এই েথিষনায় আপনার অাংশগ্রেণ হেিাপ্রদণােীি এবাং আপতন এর জন্য  হকাদনা পাতরশ্রতমক পাদবন না, 

আপতন হযদকান সময় এই গদবষণা হথদক হকান হনতিবাচক েলােল ছাড়াই তনদজদক প্রিযাোর করদি 

পারদবন। এছাড়াও হকান তনতে মি প্রশ্ন অপছন্দ েদল উত্তর না হেয়ার এবাং সাক্ষাৎকাদরর সময় হকান উত্তর 

না তেদি চাওয়ার অতিকারও আপনার আদছ । 

এই েথিষনায় অাংশগ্রেণকারী তেদসদব যতে আপনার হকান প্রশ্ন থাদক িােদল আপতন আমাদক অথবা 

আমার সুপারিাইজার হমাোম্মে ওবায়দুল েক, অধ্যাপক ও তবিাগীয় প্রিানতেতজওদথরাপী তবিাগ, 

তবএইচতপআই, তসআরতপ, সািার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩ হি হযাগাদযাগ করদি পাদরন । 

সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করার আদগ তক আপনার হকান প্রশ্ন আদছ ? 

সুিরাাং আতম আপনার অনুমতিদি এই সাক্ষাৎকার শুরু করদি পাতর ? 

   হ্াাঁ           না    

 

১। অাংশগ্রেণকারীর োক্ষর ও িাতরখ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

২। সাক্ষীর োক্ষর ও িাতরখ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

৩। গদবষদকর োক্ষর ও িাতরখ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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“Quality of life among the mother of school goingchildren with cerebral palsy.” 

 

Patient’s identification 

Name: 

Address: District:                         Thana:                        Post office:                    Village:       

Mobile No: 

 

Part 1: Patient's socio-economic background information 

Serial 

no. 

Question Coding Category Scripto 

1.1 School Name:   

1.2 Age(Children):   

1.3 Age(Mother):   

1.4 Gender (Children) 1.Boy 

2.Girl 

 

1.5 Gender   

1.6 Mother's educational qualification 1.Uneducated 

2.Primary 

3.Secondary 

4.Higher Secondary 

5.Graduate 

6.Post graduate 

7.Others………….. 

 

 

1.7 Mother’s occupation  1.House wife 

2.Employer 

3.Teacher  
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4.Day labor 

5.Others…………… 

1.8 Monthly Income of mother 1.3000-5000 

2.5000-10000 

3. More than 10000 

4. Others………. 

 

1.9 Marital status 1.Married  

2. Widow 

3. Divorce separation 

4.Others...... 

 

 

1.10 What happened in the marriage 

relationship? 

1.Yes 

2.No 

If yes 

answer to 

the 

question 

1.11 

1.11 What was the relation between 

you? 
  

1.12 What was the injury during the 

baby's birth? 
1.Yes 

2.No 

If yes 

answer to 

the 

question 

1.13 

1.13 What was the injury 1.Injury to the head 

2.Injury to the brain 

3.Others…….. 

 

1.14 Is there a history of addiction to 

the mother? 

1.Yes 

2.No 

If yes 

answer to 

the 

question 

1.15 

1.15 What was the type of addiction? 1.Ciggerate   
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2.Tobacco 

3.Jarda 

4.Others……. 

1.16 Types of cerebral palsy: 

According to muscle tension and 

involvement of muscle what is the 

injury? 

1. Involuntary muscle 

contraction. 

2. Flaccid type of muscle 

contraction. 

3. Muscular imbalance. 

4. Mixed 

 

 

 

WHOQOL-BREF 

Please read each question, assess your feelings, and circle the number on the scale for 

each question that gives the best answer for you. Please read each question, assess your 

feelings, and circle the number on the scale for each question that gives the best answer 

for you. 

 

2.1 How 

would you 

rate your 

quality of 

life? 

Very 

poor 

1 

Poor  

2 

Neither 

poor nor 

good 

3 

Good 

4 

Very 

good 

5 

 

 

2.2 How 

satisfied 

are you 

with your 

health? 

Very 

dissatisfied 

1 

Dissatisfied 

2 

Neither 

satisfied nor 

dissatisfied 

3 

Satisfied 

4 

Very 

Satisfied 

5 

 The following questions ask about how much you have experienced certain things in the 

last four weeks. 

2.3 1 2 3 4 5 

2.4 1 2 3 4 5 
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2.5 1 2 3 4 5 

2.6 1 2 3 4 5 

 

 Not at all 

 

A 

little 

 

A 

moderate 

Amount 

 

Very 

much 

 

Extrem

ely 

 

2.7 How well are you able to 

concentrate? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.8 How safe do you feel in 

your daily life? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.9 How healthy is your 

physical 

environment? 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

The following questions ask about how completely you experience or were able to do 

certain things in  

the last four weeks. 

 

 

 Not at 

all 

 

A little 

 

Moderately Mostly  

Completely 

2.10 Do you have enough energy 

for 

everyday life? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.11 Are you able to accept your 

bodily 

appearance? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.12 Have you enough money to 

meet your 

needs? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.13 How available to you is the 

information 

that you need in your day-to-

1 2 3 4 5 
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day life? 

2.14 To what extent do you have 

the 

opportunity for leisure 

activities? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.15 How well are you able to get 

around? 

Very 

poor 

1 

Poor 

2 

Neither 

poor nor 

good 

3 

Good 

4 

Very good 

5 

 Very 

dissatisfied 

 

Dissatisfied Neither 

satisfied 

nor 

dissatisfi

ed 

Satisfied Very 

satisfied 

2.16 How satisfied are you with 

your sleep? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.17 How satisfied are you with 

your ability 

to perform your daily living 

activities? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.18 How satisfied are you with 

your capacity 

for work? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.19 How satisfied are you with 

yourself? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.20 How satisfied are you with 

your 

personal relationships 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.21 How satisfied are you with 

your sex life? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.22 How satisfied are you with the 

support 

you get from your friends? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.23 How satisfied are you with the 

conditions of your living place? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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The following questions ask you to say how good or satisfied you have felt about various 

aspects of your life over the last four weeks 

 

 

The following question refers to how often you have felt or experienced certain things in 

the four weeks 

2.26      How often do you have 

negative feelings 

such as blue mood, despair, 

anxiety, 

depression? 

Never 

1 

 

Seldom 

2 

Quite 

often 

3 

 

Very 

often 

4 

 

Always 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.24 How satisfied are you with 

your access 

to health services? 

1 2 3 4 5 

2.25 How satisfied are you with 

your 

transport? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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“তবদ্যালয়গামীদসদরব্রাল পালতস তশশুদেরমািাদেরজীবনযাত্রারমান” 

 

নামঃ 

সাক্ষািকাদরর িাতরখঃ 

ঠিকানাঃ হজলাঃ                             থানাঃ                       ডাকঘরঃ                  গ্রামঃ 

হমাবাইল নাম্বারঃ 

 

পব ম ১ঃঃ হরাগীর আথ ম সামাতজক হপ্রক্ষাপট িথ্য 

ক্রতমক 

নাং 

প্রশ্নাবলী হকাতডাং কযাটাগতর স্কীপটু 

১.১ তবদ্যালদয়র নামঃ   

১.২ বয়স(সন্তাদনর)ঃঃ   

১.৩ বয়স(মািার)ঃঃ   

১.৪ তলেঃ ১.পুরুষ 

২. মতেলা 

 

১.৫ তলে (সন্তাদনর)ঃঃ ১.হছদল 

২. হমদয় 

 

১.৬ মািারতশক্ষাগিদযাগ্যিাতক? ১.অতশতক্ষি 

২.প্রাথতমক 

৩.মাধ্যতমক 

৪.ঊচ্চমাধ্যতমক 

৫.স্নািক 

৬.স্নািদকাত্তর 

৭.অন্যান্য............... 

 

১.৭ মািার হপশা তক? ১.গৃতেণী 

২.চাকুরীজীবী 

৩.তশক্ষক 
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৪.তেনমজুর 

৫.অন্যাা্ন্য............... 

১.৮ আপনাদের মাতসক আয় কি? ১.৩০০০-৫০০০ 

২.৫০০০-১০০০০ 

৩.১০০০০ এর হবতশ 

৪.অন্যান............... 

 

১.৯ বববাতেক অবস্থা? ১.তববাতেি। 

২.তবিবা 

৩.তববাে তবদিে 

৪।অন্যান্য............ 

 

১.১০ আত্নীয় সম্পদকম তববাে  ১.হ্াাঁ 

২.না 

যতে হ্াাঁ েয় িােদল ১.১১ নাং প্রদশ্নর 

ঊত্তর তেন। 

১.১১ আপনাদের মদধ্য আত্নীয়িার 

সম্পকম কী তছল? 

  

১.১২ বাচ্চা জদের সময় হকান আঘাি 

হপদয়তছল তক? 

১.হ্াাঁ 

২.না 

যতেহ্াাঁেয়িােদল১.১৩নাংপ্রদশ্নরঊত্তরতেন। 

১.১৩ কী িরদনর আঘাি তছল? ১.মাথায় আঘাি 

২.স্নায়দি আঘাি 

৩।অন্যান্য...... 

 

১.১৪ মািার হনসা করার ইতিোস আদছ 

কী ? 

১.হ্াাঁ 

২.না 

যতেহ্াাঁেয়িােদল১.১৫নাংপ্রদশ্নরঊত্তরতেন। 

১.১৫ তক িরদনর আসতি তছল? ১.তসগাদরট 

২.িামাক 

৩.জে মা 

৪.অন্যান্য......... 

 

১.১৬ হসদরব্রাল পালতসর প্রকারদিেঃ 

মাাংদেশীর টান এবাং তবস্তৃতি 

অনুসাদর হকমন? 

১.মাাংসদপশীর অননছীক 

আদক্ষপজতনি সমস্যা। 

২.মাাংদপশীর নরম 

আদক্ষপজতনি সমস্যা। 
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৩.িারসাম্য জতনি সমস্যা 

৪.তমশ্রন 

 

WHOQOL-BREF 

আপনার জীবদনর গিচার সপ্তাদের কথা স্মরণ করুন এবাং সবগুদলা প্রশ্ন পড়ুন, আপনার অনুভূতি যাচাই করুন এবাং পাদশর 

ছদক হয উত্তরটি সবদচদয় সঠিক মদন েদব হস নম্বটিদি বৃত্ত বিতর করুন। 

 

  খুব খারাপ খারাপ িাল ও না মন্দ ও 

না 

িাল খুব িাল 

২.১  আপনার জীবন যত্রার মান 

হকমন? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

  খুব অসস্তুি অসস্তুি সন্তুি নয় অসন্তুি 

নয় 

স্নতুি খুব সন্তুি 

২.২ আপনার োস্থয তনদয় আপতন তক 

সন্তুি 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

 

তনদচর প্রশ্ন গুদলা গি চার সপ্তাদের তনম্নবতণ মি অতিজ্ঞিা গুদলা তক পতরমাদন েদয়দছ হস সম্পদকম  

  একেমনা কম হমাটামুটি হবতশ খুবদবতশ 

২.৩ শারীতরক ব্যথার জন্য আপতন তক পতরমান 

প্রদয়াজনীয় কাজ হথদক তবরি তছদলন? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৪ আপনারনেনতন্দনকায মক্রম ঠিক রাখদি 

তচতকৎসা কিটুকু প্রদয়াজন। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৫ আপতন জীবনদক কিটুকু উপদিাগ 

কদরন। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৬ জীবনদক আপনার কিটুকু অথ ম পূণ ম মদন 

েয়। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৭ আপতন কাদজ কিটুকু মনসাংদযাগ করদি 

পাদরন। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৮ আপতন বেনতন্দন জীবদন কিটুকু 

তনরাপত্তা অনুিব কদরন। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.৯ আপনার হিৌি পতরদবশ কিটুকু 

োস্থযকর 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 
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তনদচর প্রশ্নগুলুদি জানদি চাওয়া েইদয়দছ গি চার সপ্তাদে আপতন কিটুকু সম্পূণ ম িাদব হকান কাজ করদি বা অতিজ্ঞিা 

লাি করদি হপদরদছন। 

২.১০ আপনার তক প্রতিতেন কাজ করার মি 

শতি আদছ । 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১১ আপতন তক আপনার শরীদরর গড়ন 

তনদয় সন্তুি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১২ আপনার তক প্রদয়াজন হমটাদি যদথি 

টাকা আদছ ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৩ আপতন তক বেনতন্দন জীবন যাপদনর 

জন্য  প্রদয়াজনীয় িথ্য পান। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৪ অবসর কাটাদনা/ তবদনােদনর সুদযাগ 

আপনার কিটুকু আদছ ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৫ আপতন কিটা িাল্িাদব চলা হেরা 

করদি পাদরন? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

 

তনদচর প্রদশ্ন জানদি চাওয়া েদয়দছ গি চার সপ্তাদের আপনার জীবদনর তবতিন্ন তেক তনদয় আপতন কিটুকু সন্তি । 

২.১৬ আপনার ঘুম তনদয় আপতন কিটা সন্তুি 

? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৭ বেনতন্দন কাজ করার ক্ষমিা তনদয় 

আপতন কিটূকূ সন্তুি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৮ আপনার কাজ করার ক্ষমিা/েক্ষিা 

তনদয় আপতন কটূকূ সন্তি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.১৯ তনদজদক তনদয় আপতন কিটূকু সন্তি ? ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.২০ অন্যদের সাদথ আপনার ব্যাতিগি 

সম্পকম সমূে তনদয় আপতন কিটূকূ 

সন্তি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.২১ আপনার হযৌন জীবন তনদয় আপতন 

কিটূকু সন্ষ্ি? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.২২ বন্ধুদের কাছ হথদক সাোদে আপতন 

কিটুকু সন্তি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.২৩ আপতন আপনার বাসস্থাদনর অবস্থা 

তনদয় কিটুকু সন্তুি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 
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২.২৪ আপতন হয োস্থয হসবা পান িাদি তক 

সন্তি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

২.২৫ আপতন যািায়াি ব্যবস্থা তনদয় কিটূকু 

সন্তি ? 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

 

তনদচর প্রদশ্ন জানদি চাওয়া েদয়দছ  গি চার সপ্তাদের ঐ তনদৃি তবষয় সমূে আপতন কিদবতশ / ঘনঘন অনুিব কদরদছন? 

২.২৬ আপনার েিাশা, উদেগ,অবসন্নিা 

এইসব হনতিবাচক অনুভূতি কি ঘন ঘন 

েয় । 

 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


